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What’s Working 

1. Banners, signs, floor decals and 

column wraps. 

2. Web products. 

3. Shuttle buses. 

4. Conference bags. 

5. Kiosks – photo taken at event and 

distributed online. 

6. Sponsored poster sessions. 

7. Sponsored conferences tracks, 

keynotes, sessions. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Sponsorship – Findings from the Exhibit Sales Roundtable  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Best Practices 

1. Create sponsorships that last all year.  

2. Study each venue for new, venue-specific opportunities. 

3. Offer flexible packages; allow clients to choose what they 

need: 

4. Include choice exhibit space in sponsorship packages. 

5. Include check box on space application to buy additional 

services. 

6. Give additional priority points for exhibitors’ sponsorship 

spend. 

7. Only allow non-exhibiting companies to participate in a 

few sponsorships. 

8. Indicate companies that bought sponsorships on sales 

collateral. 

9. Make it clear to sponsors what they got for their money – assign a dollar value to each aspect of every 

sponsorship. 

10. Provide the sponsorship cost per impression. 

11. Don’t allow the same companies to purchase most of your inventory; hold back product/services to offer 

new companies.  

  

Helping exhibitors increase return on investment makes it more likely they will renew. 

Sponsor/exhibitor education is not an expense, but an investment in your next event. 
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For Associations 

 
1. Create multi-year 

agreements that bring 
sponsors’ staffs in contact 
with association staff 
throughout the year. 

 

2. Offer the expertise of your 
research department to 
your sponsors. 

 

3. Give your most important 
sponsors exclusive access 
to your Board 

What’s New 
 

1. Large screens with industry video supported by advertising. 

2. Sponsorship of new products/first time exhibitors’ theaters, pavilions and video walls. 

3. Mobile apps – single or several sponsors; time specific or year round. 

4. Cyber cafés and recharging stations. 

5. E-mail blasts. 

6. Invitation-only events. 

7. Sponsorships that reach a targeted demographic. 

8. Sponsorships of focus groups and topic-driven events. 

9. Endemic sponsorships relevant to your industry/profession. 

10. Happiness lounge (Zen lounge – for meditation and escape from the 

noise/clutter). 

11. Cost effective sponsorships: 

 Single coffee break – instead of all breaks packaged together 

 Passport programs. 

 Multiple sponsors for each item (e.g. conference bag). 

 

 
Focus on the Customer 

1. Best way to open with prospects is to learn their needs/goals/budget; then offer targeted opportunities. 

2. Relevant proposals developed by the sales team that meet the specific needs of customers are more 

effective than a generic prospectus created by the marketing staff. 

3. Communicate/sell to customers’ marketing and sales departments. 

4. Use online tools (i.e., virtual facility tour provided by general contractor) to help communicate your offer.  

5. Research what your top clients are sponsoring elsewhere and offer it for your event.  

6. Align your sales cycle with the budget cycle of your customers. 
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Prepare for the Challenges 
 

1. Mergers and acquisitions mean fewer buyers for big sponsorships; consider breaking apart expensive 

packages. 

2. Sponsors’ decision makers are in multiple departments; find out who they are and what’s important to 

them. 

3. Providing meaningful options at lower price points. 

4. Adding new inventory every year.  

5. Proving the ROI of sponsorships. 

6. Smaller, more targeted events, attracting sponsors from broad, horizontal shows. 

7. Offsite events held during event hours pulling away sponsors. 

8. Sponsorships opportunities in the city – outside the venue. 

9. Price increases because of new location and new suppliers. 

 

 

Stay in the Lead 

More Sponsorship Ideas — Exhibit Sales Roundtable Resource Book is full of useful information from 

subject-matter experts. Every ESR attendee receives a copy. 

Best Practices and Innovations — Searchable by topic, the Lippman Connects Blog offers insights on 

sponsorships, exhibit sales, and other topics of timely interest to exhibition and convention professionals. Visit 

lippmanconnects.com/blog. Join the blog mailing list to receive every new post in your inbox. 

Unique Sponsorships — Issues and Trends in Exhibit & Sponsorship Sales Study provides exclusive data on 

what’s working in exhibit and sponsorship sales departments. The study is produced by Lippman Connects 

and Exhibit Surveys. For an executive Summary, visit lippmanconnects.com/esr and click Resources in the left 

margin. ESR attendees get the full 20-plus page report, including fresh sponsorship ideas you won’t find 

anywhere else. 

 

 


